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Reversible magnetic reconnection is demonstrated for the first time by means of gyrokinetic

numerical simulations of a collisionless magnetized plasma. Growth of a current-driven instability

in a sheared magnetic field is accompanied by magnetic reconnection due to electron inertia

effects. Following the instability growth, the collisionless reconnection is accelerated with

development of a cross-shaped structure of current density, and then all field lines are reconnected.

The fully reconnected state is followed by the secondary reconnection resulting in a weakly

turbulent state. A time-reversed simulation starting from the turbulent state manifests that the

collisionless reconnection process proceeds inversely leading to the initial state. During the

reversed reconnection, the kinetic energy is reconverted into the original magnetic field energy. In

order to understand the stability of reversed process, an external perturbation is added to the fully

reconnected state, and it is found that the accelerated reconnection is reversible when the deviation

of the E�B streamlines due to the perturbation is comparable with or smaller than a current layer

width. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4826201]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection is considered to be a key mecha-

nism causing conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic

energy in laboratory and space plasmas.1 In magnetic fusion

and solar corona, plasmas are subjected to an ambient mag-

netic field (so-called guide field) and are strongly magne-

tized. Magnetic reconnection in the magnetized plasma has

been extensively studied by means of fluid models.2–9 The

fluid simulations of a current-driven instability revealed that

the magnetic reconnection caused by electron inertia effects

is accelerated by the gradient of perturbed electron pressure

around the reconnection point.2 However, plasmas in high-

temperature magnetic fusion experiments and in solar corona

are almost collisionless. A number of full-particle simula-

tions have been carried out to study the collisionless mag-

netic reconnection without the guide field (see, for example,

Refs. [10] and [11]). On the other hand, when plasmas are

strongly magnetized, the gyrokinetic equation is useful for

describing a collective motion of charged particles in a lon-

ger time-scale than the gyro-motions.12,13 While the gyroki-

netics is originally applied to drift waves and turbulence in

magnetically confined plasmas, it is recently employed for

studying the magnetic reconnection in strongly magnetized

plasmas,14,15 where the subsequent acceleration of reconnec-

tion is also found in the gyrokinetic simulation.14

As the fluid and kinetic equations in the collisionless

limit are time-reversal invariant, the magnetic reconnection

process, i.e., the transfer from magnetic to kinetic energy, is

reversible in principle. However, it has not been shown in

practice. If time-reversible reconnection is possible, then the

kinetic energy produced by the magnetic reconnection could

be transformed back into the magnetic energy. Studying the

property of collisionless magnetic reconnection may help to

understand a detailed mechanism of the sawtooth crash in

the toroidal magnetic fusion experiments, where the q¼ 1

surface (q means the safety factor) is often recovered after

the crash.16 The study may also be helpful for understanding

magnetic perturbations which may affect zonal flows regu-

lating turbulent transport.17

In this paper, the reversibility of magnetic reconnection

is investigated by means of collisionless gyrokinetic simula-

tions. In the simulation, first, the collisionless magnetic

reconnection develops in a sheared magnetic field, leading to

a fully reconnected state (where all field lines are recon-

nected). The fully reconnected state is followed by the sec-

ondary reconnection leading to a weakly turbulent state.

Next, we reverse the time in the simulation. It is found that

the reconnection starting from the turbulent state proceeds

inversely so that the field configuration returns to the initial

state. The reversed process shows that the kinetic energy of

plasmas is transformed back into the magnetic field one. The

stability of the time-reversed reconnection is also examined.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the gyroki-

netic model used in this paper is described. In Sec. III, time-

forwarded reconnection process is presented. Time-reversed

reconnection is demonstrated in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, stability

of reversed reconnection is examined. Summary and discus-

sion are given in Sec. VI.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC GYROKINETIC EQUATIONS

The gyrokinetic model in a slab plasma with uniform

magnetic field in z direction (so-called guide field) is consid-

ered below. We assume uniform temperature and density

profiles, and divide the distribution function into the

Maxwellian and a perturbed part, Fs ¼ FMs þ dfs, where

dfs ¼
P

k dfsk expðik � xÞ. Here k ¼ ðkx; kyÞ, and the subscript

s denotes particle species. The gyrokinetic equation is

@dfsk

@t
� asvk

qs

ss
FMsEksk þ ½ð/� asvkAkÞJ0s; dfs�k ¼ 0; (1)

and the gyrokinetic Poisson and Ampère equations are
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k̂
2

Dik
2/k ¼

X
s

qsð�nsk �
qs

ss
ð1� C0sÞ/kÞ; (2)

k2Akk ¼ bi

X
s

qs�uksk; (3)

where Eksk ¼ �
@Akk
@t J0s � ½/J0s;AkJ0s�k, ½f ; g�k ¼ �

P
k0;k0 0

dk;k0þk0 0b � k0 � k00fk0gk0 0 , �nsk¼
Ð
dfskJ0sd

3v, �uksk¼
Ð

asvkdfsk

J0sd
3v, qi¼1, qe¼�1, and bi¼n0Ti=B2

0. The normalizations

are ðtvTi=L, kqi, vk=vTs, FMsv3
Ts=n0, dfsLv3

Ts=ðqin0Þ,
/eL=ðqiTiÞ, AkL=ðB0q2

i Þ; B=B0Þ ! ðt, k; vz; FMs, dfs; /; Ak;
BÞ, and as¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ss=Ms

p
, q̂s¼qs=qi, k̂Di¼kDi=qi, qs¼es=e,

where Ms¼ms=mi, ss¼Ts=Ti, qs¼vTs=Xs,

kDi¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ti=ð4pe2n0Þ

p
. In Eq. (2), C0s¼e�bsk I0ðbskÞ,

bsk¼ q̂2
s k2, where I0 is the zeroth order modified Bessel func-

tion and J0sðqskÞ is the zeroth order Bessel function. When

the parallel electric field measured at gyro-center vanishes

Eksk¼0, AkJ0s obeys the same equation as dfsk, so that the

gyro-center magnetic flux moves in the same way as the

gyro-center of particles. This implies the frozen-in of the

gyro-center magnetic field to each species. Candidates of

scale-lengths characterizing a reconnection region are the

electron skin depth de, the ion and electron Larmor radius, qi

and qe, respectively. The gyrokinetic equations Eqs. (1)–(3)

are invariant under time-reversal, t!�t with vk!�vk, and

ð/;uk;Ak;b;½;�Þ!ð/;�uk;�Ak;�b;�½;�Þ. Conservation of a

quadratic quantity is obtained from Eqs. (1)–(3), such that,

dH

dt
¼ 0; (4)

where H ¼
P

s Ss þWes þWem,

Ss ¼
X

k

ð
d3v

ssjdfskj2

2FMs
; (5)

Wes ¼
X

k

k̂
2

Dik
2 þ

X
s

q2
s

ss
ð1� C0sÞ

 !
j/kj2

2
; (6)

and

Wem ¼
X

k

k2 jAkkj
2

2bi

: (7)

By using a modified distribution function

df h
sk ¼ dfsk þ qs

ss
FMsJ0sasvkAkk, the gyrokinetic equation is

rewritten in an advection form

@df h
sk

@t
þ ½ð/� asvkAkÞJ0s; df h

s �k ¼ 0; (8)

and conservation of a quadratic quantity is also derived for a

fixed value of vk, @
@t

P
k jdf h

skj
2 ¼ 0. In addition,

P
k

ð/k � asvkAkÞ�J0s
@
@t df h

sk þ
P

kð/k � asvkAkÞJ0s
@
@t df h�

sk ¼ 0 is

obtained from Eq. (8). Thus, we recover dH=dt ¼ 0, by adding

these equations, rewriting df h
sk in terms of dfsk, integrating over

velocity space, summing over species, and using Eqs. (2) and

(3). In our simulation, we further reduce the equation by

assuming the Maxwellian gyro-center distribution function for

the velocity component perpendicular to the guide field dfsk

¼ fskðvkÞFMs? and integrating Eq. (8) over v?. Then, we have

@f h
sk

@t
þ ½ð/� asvkAkÞe�bs=2; f h

s �k ¼ 0; (9)

where FMs? ¼ 1
2p expð� v2

xþv2
y

2
Þ, FMsk ¼ 1

ð2pÞ1=2 expð� v2
k

2
Þ, and

FMs ¼ FMskFMs?. In the electrostatic limit bi ! 0, the model

is reduced to that in Ref. 18, and further simplified to that in

Ref. 19 by assuming the adiabatic electron response. It is

noticed that the zeroth order Bessel function J0sðqskÞ in the

original gyrokinetic equation is replaced to e�bsk=2 by inte-

grating over v? ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2

x þ v2
y

q
space. This introduces a strong

damping effect due to the finite Larmor radius. Magnetic

flux measured at gyro-center of each species is represented

by Ake
�bsk=2 and is called gyro-center magnetic flux in this

paper.

A relation between the gyrokinetic model and a fluid

one is briefly described below. Taking vk integral of Eq. (9)

multiplied by Hn leads to the fluid equation for the n-th order

moment Gn;sk ¼
Ð

HnðasvkÞf h
skdvk

20

@Gn;sk

@t
þ ½Us;Gn;s�k � ½Ws;Gnþ1;s þ nGn�1;s�k ¼ 0; (10)

where Hn is the Hermite polynomials, Usk ¼ /ke�bsk=2,

Wsk ¼ Akke�bsk=2, G0;sk ¼ nsk, G1;sk ¼ uksk þ qsWska2
s=ss,

G2;sk ¼ Tsk, and G3;sk ¼ qksk. When the moment hierarchy is

closed at the first order, i.e., Gn;s ¼ 0 for n � 2, fluid equa-

tions for each species are obtained as

@nsk

@t
þ ½Us; ns�k � ½Ws; uks�k ¼ 0; (11)

@

@t
uksk� qs

a2
s

ss
Wsk

� �
þ Us;uks� qs

a2
s

ss
Ws

� �
k

�½Ws;ns�k ¼ 0:

(12)

In the long-wavelength limit of kDik < qek � qik < 1,

e�bek=2 ’ 1, and e�bik=2 ’ 1=ð1þ bik=2Þ, so that Uek ¼ /k,

Uik ¼ /k=ð1þ bik=2Þ, Wek ¼ Akk, and Wik ¼ Akk=
ð1þ bik=2Þ in Eqs. (11) and (12), where the Poisson and

Ampère equations, Eqs. (2) and (3), are reduced to

nik

1þ bik=2
� nek �

1

si
ð1� C0iÞ/k ¼ 0; (13)

and

k2Akk ¼ bi

ukik
1þ bik=2

� ukek

� �
; (14)

respectively. Equations (11)–(14) are the same as Eqs.

(2)–(8) in Ref. 8 except the normalizations, and Ss and Wes in

H are replaced to Ss !
P

k
ss

2
ðjnskj2 þ jukskj2Þ and

Wes !
P

k
1
ss
ð1� C0iÞ j/k j2

2
, respectively. Equation (10) is

time-reversal invariant, and thus the time-reversible mag-

netic reconnection shown in this paper should be obtained in
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fluid simulations as well, if sufficient numerical accuracy is

ensured.

III. TIME-FORWARDED RECONNECTION

Numerical simulations of collisionless magnetic reconnec-

tion are carried out by solving the gyrokinetic equations, Eqs.

(2), (3), and (9). The initial condition of fsk is given by a sum of

a very small perturbation and a shifted Maxwellian which pro-

duces a sheared magnetic field through the parallel current den-

sity. The simulation box size is ðLx; LyÞ ¼ ð2:5pqi; 5pqiÞ.
Numerical parameters are set to be bi ¼ 0:02, mi=me ¼ 400,

and Ti ¼ Te. For these parameters, qe=qi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
me=mi

p
¼ 1=20

and de=qi ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
8
p

. The total number of Fourier modes for kx

and ky is 512� 512, and the number of grids in the vk direction

is 128.

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of magnetic field lines

projected on the reconnection plane. Directions of an E�B

flow are indicated by arrows in the frame at t¼ 1140. The

magnetic reconnection takes place at ðx; yÞ ¼ ðLx=2; Ly=2Þ
¼ ð1:25pqi; 2:5pqiÞ. The plot of the magnetic field lines

show that a separatrix angle between the y-axis and the field

line passing through the reconnection point increases with

the time from t¼ 960 to t¼ 1200. Change of the field config-

uration reflects a structural transition of a strong current den-

sity region around the reconnection point. A current sheet is

formed along the y axis at t¼ 960, while it changes the form

into a cross-shaped one as shown in Fig. 2. Streamlines of

the E�B flow plotted at t¼ 1080 and 1140 in Fig. 3 indicate

formation of a jet on the down-stream side of the reconnec-

tion point, which is accompanied with a converging in-flow.

At t¼ 1260, most of the magnetic field lines are reconnected,

and a fully reconnected state is formed.

Time evolutions of the E�B flow energy k2j/kj2=2 and

the magnetic energy k2jAkkj2=ð2biÞ for each Fourier mode of

ky ¼ 2pn=Ly are plotted in Fig. 4 (left). The initial growth of

the n¼ 1 mode before t¼ 1100 is attributed to a current-

driven instability with the magnetic reconnection caused by

the electron inertia. Then, the growth of the E�B flow

energy for n¼ 1 is accelerated around t¼ 1170, while the

n¼ 0 magnetic energy decreases to a very small value. This

suggests acceleration of the magnetic reconnection and a

rapid change of the initial configuration with the sheared

magnetic field. Accelerated growth of reconnection electric

field, that is, � @Ak
@t ðx ¼

Lx

2
; y ¼ Ly

2
Þ, is also shown in Fig. 5.

The reconnection process around t¼ 1170 is referred to as

accelerated reconnection in the followings. At this time, the

form of the separatrix lines as well as the strong current den-

sity region is changed into the cross-shaped one as shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. Then, the reconnection is completed around

t¼ 1230. Figure 6 shows the current density profile on the

horizontal line passing through the reconnection point at

y ¼ Ly=2. Width of the current density peak becomes narrow

from the scale of de to qe during the acceleration of recon-

nection around t¼ 1170.

Here, we discuss a time evolution subsequent to the

fully reconnected state. A strong E�B flow induced at

t¼ 1200 remains at t¼ 1260, as shown in Fig. 3, and con-

vects magnetic field lines away from the reconnection point

(see the plot at t¼ 1260 in Fig. 1). The E�B flow induces

the secondary magnetic reconnection at ðx; yÞ ¼ ðLx=2; 0Þ
and ðLx=2; LyÞ, which accompanies the current sheet elon-

gated in the horizontal direction at y¼ 0 and Ly (see the plot

at t¼ 1260 in Fig. 2). During the secondary reconnection,

the kinetic energy is transformed back into the magnetic

FIG. 1. Magnetic field lines projected on the reconnection plane. Time is reversed at t ¼ t� ¼ 1440. When time goes forward (back), time is denoted by t (t�)
in the following figures. The arrows in the frames at t¼ 1140 and t� ¼ 1140 show the direction of E�B flow.
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energy at t¼ 1300 as found in Fig. 4. As the secondary

reconnection is a partial one, the magnetic energy is trans-

formed back into kinetic energy at t¼ 1400. If the secondary

reconnection could proceed more, the initial vertical mag-

netic field line configuration might be recovered. But, it ends

before t¼ 1320 and results in formation of magnetic islands

(see plots at t¼ 1320 and 1380 in Fig. 1). Eventually, most

of the magnetic field lines become horizontal at t¼ 1440 as

found in Fig. 1, where the E�B flow shown in Fig. 3 is

weakly turbulent. Turbulent fluctuations are also observed in

the current density profile at t¼ 1440 (see Fig. 2), especially,

in weak magnetic field regions. While the system does not

reach a completely steady state even after t¼ 1440, the mag-

netic field lines remain horizontal but with small oscillations.

FIG. 2. Color-map of current density.

FIG. 3. Stream lines of E�B flow.
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Thus, the horizontal magnetic field configuration at t¼ 1440

is an asymptotic state.

Here, we examine time evolutions of the quadratic quan-

tities. Figure 7 shows the time histories of the conserved

quantity H ¼
P

s Ss þWes þWem and each term constituting

it. The numerical solution well satisfies the conservation

equation in Eq. (4) with negligible numerical errors. The

magnetic energy Wem is rapidly lost during the accelerated

reconnection around t¼ 1170 and is transformed into Wes

and Se. This implies the magnetic energy is converted into

the E�B flow and parallel kinetic energies thorough the

magnetic reconnection. Although the E�B flow and the cur-

rent density are weakly turbulent at t¼ 1440, the conserva-

tion of the quadratic quantity dH=dt ¼ 0 is well satisfied.

Finally, we present deformation of the velocity distribu-

tion function during the magnetic reconnection. Figure 8(a)

shows the electron distribution function fe at the reconnec-

tion point ðx; yÞ ¼ ðLx=2; Ly=2Þ. The distribution function is

given by the shifted-Maxwellian at t¼ 0, and then is

deformed during the reconnection. A peak of the distribution

is shifted to the negative vk direction because the reconnec-

tion electric field is produced by the acceleration of electrons

to �vk-direction at the reconnection point, i.e., the magnetic

reconnection is caused by the electron inertia effect. In other

words, the reconnection electric field accelerates the elec-

trons to the parallel direction. Production of non-thermal par-

ticles is one of the interesting features of magnetic

reconnection.21 However, in this simulation, the deformation

of fe at large vk is small, and thus the production of non-

Maxwellian part, i.e., non-thermal part, is negligible as

shown in Fig. 8(c).

The reconnection process described in this section is

referred to as time-forwarded reconnection in the followings.

IV. TIME-REVERSED RECONNECTION

Here, we demonstrate that the magnetic reconnection

process described Sec. III is time-reversible. The simulation

described above is stopped at t¼ 1440 and the data are

stored. Then, changing the sign of time-step width Dt!
�Dt the simulation is restarted from the saved data which is

used as the initial condition at t� ¼ 1440, where t� denotes

the time in the time-reversed simulation. Figures 1–3 show

that profiles of the magnetic field lines, the current density

and the E�B flow at t� ¼ 1320, 1200, 1080, and 960 are

exactly the same as those at t¼ 1320, 1200, 1080, and 960 in

the time-forwarded reconnection, respectively. Arrows in the

plot of magnetic field lines at t� ¼ 1140 indicate the direc-

tion of reversed E�B flows. In the time-reversed reconnec-

tion, the magnetic field lines are convected in the opposite

directions to those in the time-forwarded case and are recon-

nected so as to return to the initial configuration. The current

density profile is also time-reversible, where the cross-

shaped structure returns to the elongated one parallel to the

y-axis. The E�B flow pattern also returns to the initial state

observed in the time-forwarded reconnection.

Figure 4 (right) shows time evolutions of the E�B flow

energy k2j/kj2=2 and the magnetic energy k2jAkkj2=ð2biÞ
for each Fourier mode in the time-reversed simulation from

FIG. 4. Time evolution of E�B flow energy k2j/kj2=2 and magnetic energy

k2jAkkj2=ð2biÞ for each Fourier mode ky ¼ 2pn=Ly. When time goes forward

(back), time is denoted by t (t�).

FIG. 5. Time evolution of reconnection electric field � @Ak
@t ðx ¼

Lx

2
; y ¼ Ly

2
Þ.

FIG. 6. Profile of current density along the horizontal line passing through

the reconnection point y ¼ Ly=2.
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t� ¼ 1440 to t� ¼ 600, where each mode traces back the

same line observed in the time-forwarded simulation. The

result manifests that the magnetic reconnection process is

reversed from the fully reconnected state to the initial state.

Deformation of the distribution function in the velocity

space is also time-reversible as shown in Fig. 8(b), where the

profile of fe at each time in the time-reversed reconnection is

the same as that in the time-forwarded reconnection. It

means that the deformed distribution function in the velocity

space goes back to the initial state of the time-forwarded

reconnection. In our simulation, the magnetic reconnection

is completed before fine velocity-space structures fully de-

velop. If the velocity-space structure of fe was finer than the

grid size, the simulation was not reliable.

The recovery to the initial profile of fe and the decrease

in Se in the reversed reconnection (Fig. 7) imply that the ki-

netic energy for the parallel velocity component is trans-

formed back into the original magnetic field energy. Also,

the E�B flow energy transformed from magnetic energy is

reconverted into the magnetic energy as shown in Figs. 4

and 7.

V. STABILITY OF REVERSED RECONNECTION

In this section, stability of the time-reversed magnetic

reconnection is examined by adding an external perturbation

ferr to the distribution function in the fully reconnected state

when the reversed reconnection simulation is started at

t� ¼ 1230. Figure 9 shows sensitivity of the reversed recon-

nection on the perturbation amplitude. For very small pertur-

bation of dferr 	 10�8, the E�B flow energy, k2j/kj2=2, for

n¼ 1 Fourier mode traces back the history of the time-

forwarded reconnection from t� ¼ 1230 to t� ¼ 960, where

dferr ¼ jferrj=jfsðt ¼ 1230Þj. When the perturbation ampli-

tude is increased to dferr 	 10�3, the flow energy of the

n¼ 1 mode evolves following the result of the time-

forwarded reconnection until t� ¼ 1140, and then starts to

deviate from it. Thus, the reversed reconnection is sensitive

to amplitudes of the perturbation during the reconnection

from t� ¼ 1140 to t� ¼ 960, when the initial growth of the

current-driven instability was observed in the forwarded

reconnection accompanied with the elongated current profile.

On the other hand, the reversed reconnection around

t� ¼ 1170, that corresponds to the accelerated reconnection

around t¼ 1170 in the forwarded reconnection, is less sensi-

tive to the perturbation amplitude. Figure 9 shows most of

the magnetic energy k2jAkkj2=ð2biÞ for n¼ 1 Fourier mode is

recovered around t� ¼ 1100, in the case of dferr 
 10�3 (but

not for dferr 	 10�2). It means most of the kinetic

energy at t� ¼ 1230 is transformed into the magnetic energy

at t� ¼ 1100 in the reversed reconnection. Figure 10 shows

the time evolution of reconnected flux AkðLx=2; Ly=2Þ and of

reconnection electric field �dAkðLx=2; Ly=2Þ=dt, where most

of the initial magnetic flux is recovered at t� ¼ 1000 for

FIG. 7. Time evolution of the conserved

quantity H ¼
P

s Ss þWes þWem, and

each term constituting it.

FIG. 8. Electron gyro-center distribution function fe in the velocity space around the reconnection point ðx; yÞ ¼ ðLx=2; Ly=2Þ.
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dferr 
 10�3. Even for dferr 	 10�2, more than a half of the

magnetic flux is reconnected during the reversed simulation.

The reconnection electric field in the time-reversed case has

a negative peak around t� ¼ 1175 and the peak amplitudes

for dferr 
 10�3 are similar to that in the time-forwarded

reconnection. The reconnection electric field for dferr 	 10�2

is weaker than the time-forwarded case, and thus the acceler-

ated reconnection is not reversible when the external pertur-

bation is larger than dferr 	 10�2.

Here, we investigate the detailed process, in which the

system does not go back to the initial state because of the

external perturbation. Figures 11–13, respectively, show the

magnetic field lines, the current density and the E�B flow

patterns at t� ¼ 1170 and 1140 in a magnified region around

the reconnection point. In Fig. 11(a) for dferr 	 10�8, the

magnetic field line colored by red has been reconnected at

t� ¼ 1170, while in Fig. 11(b) for dferr 	 10�3, it is going to

be reconnected at t� ¼ 1170. It means that the reconnection

for the latter is slower than the former. The slowdown of

reconnection in the case with dferr 	 10�3 is also confirmed

by the field line colored by black which has been recon-

nected for dferr 	 10�8 at t� ¼ 1140 but not in the case of

dferr 	 10�3. It is much clearer for the case dferr 	 10�2 and

is associated with piling up of the magnetic flux in the

upstream region of the reconnection point. Then, the flux

pile-up prevents the system to go back to the initial state.

The slowing down of the reconnection is also confirmed in

the plots of the current density and the E�B flow.

As we have seen the reconnection is reversible for the

very small external perturbation of dferr 	 10�8. In the re-

versible reconnection, the current density has a peak at the

reconnection point as shown in Fig. 12(a), and the E�B

flow converges to the reconnection point from up and bottom

sides of each panel [see Fig. 13(a)]. This converging flow

corresponds to the reversal of the outward jet flow formed in

the down-stream region of the reconnection point in the

time-forwarded reconnection. For dferr 	 10�3 shown in Fig.

13(b), the flow pattern is similar to that for dferr 	 10�8 at

t� ¼ 1170. Then, the E�B flow stagnates in the upstream of

the reconnection point in Fig. 13(b) at t� ¼ 1140. As shown

in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c) at t� ¼ 1140, the stagnation of flow

causes the flux pile-up at the up-stream region, where the

current density is more largely enhanced than that at

the reconnection point as found in Figs. 12(b) and 12(c).

FIG. 9. Time evolution of E�B flow energy k2j/kj2=2 for n¼ 1 Fourier

mode and magnetic energy k2jAkkj2=ð2biÞ for n¼ 0 mode, where

ky ¼ 2pn=Ly. A small perturbation dferr is added when time is reversed

t ¼ t� ¼ 1230.

FIG. 10. Time evolution of reconnected

flux AkðLx=2; Ly=2Þ and reconnection

electric field �dAkðLx=2; Ly=2Þ=dt for

small perturbation dferr added when

time is reversed t ¼ t� ¼ 1230.
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Figure 13(c) for dferr 	 10�2 also shows that streamlines of

the E�B flow towards the reconnection point significantly

deviate from those in (a).

Finally, fluctuations of streamlines induced by the exter-

nal perturbations are examined more in detail. Figure 14

shows the streamlines of the E�B flow towards the recon-

nection point in the accelerated phase of the time-reversed

reconnection at t� ¼ 1170 for the cases of dferr 	 10�8,

10�3, and 10�2. As the reconnection is completely reversible

for dferr 	 10�8, deviations from this line could be a measure

for an error in the E�B convection of the magnetic field to

the reconnection point. The accelerated reconnection is time-

reversible when the perturbation is small (dferr 
 10�3) as

shown in Figs. 9 and 10. For the small perturbation of

dferr 	 10�3, deviation of the streamline is quite small

(	0:05qi) and is comparable with the current layer width

[see Fig. 12(a)] characterized by electron scales de ¼ qi=
ffiffiffi
8
p

and qe ¼ qi=20. In contrast, the streamline largely fluctuates

in the x-direction for the case of dferr 	 10�2. The above

results imply that the accelerated reconnection is reversible

when the deviation of the E�B streamlines from those in

the case without the perturbation is comparable with or

smaller than the current layer width characterized by the

electron scales.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Time-reversible magnetic reconnection is demonstrated

by means of the collisionless gyrokinetic simulations. First,

we have presented the time-forwarded simulation starting

from a sheared magnetic field with a small initial perturba-

tion, where a current-driven instability grows with magnetic

reconnection caused by electron inertia effects. The recon-

nection speed is accelerated when a cross-shaped structure

FIG. 11. Magnetic field lines in a

region magnified around the reconnec-

tion point ðx; yÞ ¼ ð3:93qi; 7:85qiÞ,
when the external perturbation dferr is

added.

FIG. 12. Color-map of current density

in a region magnified around the recon-

nection point ðx; yÞ ¼ ð3:93qi; 7:85qiÞ,
when the external perturbation dferr is

added.
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of current density appears. Then, all field lines are recon-

nected. This process is similar to that observed in the previ-

ous numerical studies by fluid and gyrokinetic

simulations.2,14 Even in the fully reconnected state, a strong

E�B flow remains and causes the secondary magnetic

reconnection. Then, the system reaches a weakly turbulent

state where a horizontal magnetic field normal to the initial

field is dominant. In the weakly turbulent state following

the fully reconnected one, we stopped the simulation, and

stored the numerical data. Then, the time-reversed simula-

tion is started from the saved data and by changing the

time-step from Dt to �Dt, where the reconnection process

described above is retraced. The reconnected magnetic field

lines and the deformed distribution function in the velocity

space return to their initial profiles in the time-reversed

reconnection with reconversion of the kinetic energy to the

magnetic one.

Stability of the time-reversed reconnection is examined

by adding perturbations to the restart data used in the time-

reversed simulation. The accelerated reconnection, which

occurs before reaching the fully reconnected state in the

time-forwarded simulation, is time-reversible with the

transformation of the kinetic energy to the magnetic energy,

when the perturbations are small. It is found that the devia-

tion of an E�B flow streamlines through the reconnection

region provides a measure of the threshold for the external

perturbation preventing the reversible reconnection. When

the deviation is comparable with or smaller than the current

layer width, the accelerated reconnection with the cross-

shaped current structure is reversible.
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